MY ROOM TO GROW Preschool
13613 Cynthia Lane, Poway, CA 92064  (858) 748-8012/(858) 779-4826

Weekly Tuition Fee Schedule
(Effective January 2, 2017)

3-4 yrs old Program and Pre-K/TK program (4-5 years old)
Full day Program
Extended Morning
Half- Day Morning
6:30 A.M. – 6:00
Preschool Program
Preschool Program
P.M.
7:00 A.M – 2:00 P.M.
7:00 A.M – 11:45 A.M
Includes: Morning SnackLunch-Afternoon snack

5 Days
4 Days
3 Days
2 Days

$200
$195
$170
$135

Includes:
Morning Snack-Lunch-nap
$190

Includes:
Morning Snack-Lunch
$170

$180

$160

$155

$140

$120

$110

To qualify for this rate your child must be 3 years old and potty trained All prices are subject to
change

“Fun with learning” Program at My Room to Grow Preschool
3-4 years old
At this age children get more curious about themselves and their surroundings. Our
Program is designed to reinforce their inquisitive behavior and provide the basic tools of
learning without distorting their individual lifestyle.
Program goals are for the children to learn:






to make good decisions about their behaviors
to cooperate with other children and adults
to communicate with others about their experiences and feelings
to take initiative and solve problems
to gain reading and math readiness skills and concepts

The children learn when it is work time, cleanup time, circle time, small group time and
outside time. By calling each period of the day by name, children learn a sense of time
and order. Children also learn to identify each area of the room (the art area, quiet area,
housekeeping areas and the block area) as well as where materials belong, because each
area is labeled with pictures and words.
The daily lessons are organized by the teachers around “key experiences” designed to
develop in young children an understanding of:









language and literacy
number
classification
space
time
initiative and social relations
creative representation
music and movement

“Ready for School” Program at My Room to Grow Preschool
Pre-Kindergarten program and Transitional Kindergarten Program
4-5 years old
Pre-Kindergarten is an important time for children.
We promote independence in an organized atmosphere, as it is increasingly important
for children to be their own thinkers. We also teach children to work well within a group
through listening, sharing and cooperation.
The Pre-Kindergarten at My Room to Grow has six distinct segments that balance:
LEARNING
and
PLAY
STRUCTURE
and
CHOICE
GROUP ACTIVITES
and
INDIVIDUAL EXPLORATION
Program goals are for the children to learn:






to make good decisions about their behaviors
to cooperate with other children and adults
to communicate with others about their experiences and feelings
to take initiative and solve problems
to gain reading and math readiness skills and concepts

Our students learn when it is work time, cleanup time, circle time, small group time and
outside time. By calling each period of the day by name, children learn a sense of time
and order. Children also learn to identify each area of the room (the art area, quiet area,
housekeeping areas and the block area) as well as where materials belong, because each
area is labeled with pictures and words.
Our daily activities are designed to support your child's social, physical, emotional and
intellectual development.
Language Development
We are here to listen, to encourage, and to help your child discover success through
communication. Children are encouraged to use words to express their needs and to
solve problems.
Literature, Pre-Reading and Reading
As children listen to a story, they are forming concepts, which is basic to intellectual
growth. Discussion of the reading is almost as important as the reading itself. As the
children share their reactions to the reading, answer questions, they gain a sense of
understanding and practice their verbal skills.
Mathematics
Children deal with colors, numbers, shapes, and related mathematical concepts daily.
We will work on their knowledge of numbers and numeration, larger than, smaller than,
more, less and other concepts.

Social skills
To be successful in our society, certain skills are necessary and can be developed at an
early age. Through play, learning and following a daily routine we help your child to
develop the skills of decision making, critical thinking, independence, self-acceptance,
and respect for authority.
Science
In the early years, there is a thin line between fantasy and reality. When we help a child
reach reasonable conclusions by demonstrating cause and effect, we reinforce their
understanding of the real world. We offer children variety of hands-on experiences
when they learn to predict results, test ideas and draw conclusions. As an explorer in
this new world, your child will examine and use various tools of discovery.
Creative art
Children learn through play. Early artistic experiences can be an ideal vehicle to nurture
and support your child's growing mind and body. In the overall development of young
children, the creative arts can be as important as the more academic skills we often
associate with school, such as science and math.
Music and movement
Music for children includes many opportunities to explore sound -- through singing,
moving, listening, and playing instruments -- as well as introductory experiences with
music from a variety of cultures and styles.

